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COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR PLANE COLLISIONLESS SHEATHS BETWEEN 
FIELD-MODIFIED EMITTER AND THERMALLY IONIZED PLASMA 
EXEMPLIFIED BY CESIUM 
by Susan L. Button and James F. M o r r i s  
Lewis Research Center 
SUMMARY 
Two computer programs coded in  FORTRAN IV are described for plane collision- 
l e s s  positive-ion and electron emission sheaths. Given the emitter temperature, emit- 
t e r  work function, atomic ionization potential, plasma electron and ion number density, 
and plasma electron, ion, and atom temperatures, the programs compute current den- 
si t ies,  potential drop through the sheath, charge density, electron field, and sheath dis- 
tance. 
INTRODUCTION 
Methods to  calculate the properties of sheaths between a thermally ionized plasma 
and a field-modified emitter of electrons, ions, and atoms are programmed in 
FORTRAN lV for  the IBM 7094. References 1 and 2 give the background, theory, and 
many results for  emission sheaths and also graphic correlations for sheath character- 
is t ics  in  cesium plasmas. The examples herein a r e  specific for a cesium plasma. The 
programs are general and convert readily to other plasmas by replacing the minimum 
mean free path, vapor pressure,  ionization potential, and masses  of the atom and ion of 
cesium with those of the desired chemical. 
and electron sheaths appear as FORTRAN programs in appendixes A and B. Appendix C 
defines the FORTRAN variables and corresponding output labels. Appendix D defines 
additional FORTRAN variables and constants. Flow diagrams of the programs appear i n  
figures 1 and 2. 





















electronic unit charge 
Planck’s constant 
ionization potential 
overall net current 
current density o r  net particle current density 
particle mass  




potential relative to plasma potential 
distance from emitter 
Boltzmann constant 
mean f r ee  path for  charge exchange in  emitter temperature range . In 
plasma Debye length, -6.9 (Tep/Ne&l’L 
emission Debye length, -6.0 (T /N 
work function 








S overall sheath 
AV 
VP vapor pressure 
potential relative to plasma potential 
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I DESCRIPTION OF INPUT 
The input for one case requires one value each of TE, q ,  Nep, Tep, and T. 
ranges of the conditions used in the calculations for cesium plasmas a r e  1400' to 
2400' K for the electrode temperature, 1600' to 2400' K for the plasma atom and ion 
temperatures, 1700° to 2700' K fo r  the plasma electron temperature, 10l2 to 1015 f o r  
electron number density. and 1. 5 to 5.0 volts for the work function. The work function 
is an assigned variable; the equilibrium value for no sheath was  obtained by solving for 
the Saha-Langmuir null point 
The 1P' 
cp = -  - 1 n T - 1 n N  
' e  2 h2 
and choosing three o r  four values of cp above this point for  the positive ion sheath cal- 
culations, and three o r  four values below the null point for the electron sheath calcula- 
tions. 
proximately six cases can be run in  1 minute. 
identical. 
that controls the desired output. If IWRITE = 0, results for  Richardson-Dushman (refs. 
3 to 5) and Schottky (ref. 6) a r e  printed. If IWRITE = 1, the Richardson-Dushman output 
is eliminated. The remaining cards a r e  in five groups. In each group the f i rs t  card (an 
integer in  cc4-5) indicates the number of values to be read from the successive cards of 
that group (Format 8E10.2): 
More than one case can be run during one machine access.  On the 7094 11-DCS, ap- 
Input card preparations for  the Positive-Ion and Electron Sheath Programs a r e  





































A second set  of five groups of input data cards may follow; WRITE is not included after 
the first se t  is read in. 
In order  to convert the programs from a cesium plasma to a plasma of another ele- 
ment, replace the ionization potential, AI, (FORTRAN statement 301; mass  of the atom, 
AM, (302); vapor pressure,  PTEST, (303); and minimum mean f r ee  path, AMTEST, 
(304) with those of the desired element. 
, 
METHOD OF CALCULATION 
The programs described deal specifically with a cesium plasma; therefore, the 
tes ts  and constants used are characterist ic of cesium. A s  mentioned ear l ie r  in  the sec-  
tion DESCRIPTION OF INPUT, the programs can be converted to handle another chemical 
if desired. The calculations in the programs assume mi = ma and Nip = Nep. 
Before major calculations begin, the input values must satisfy two tes ts .  First, the 
Debye shielding length (AMDA) must be l e s s  than the low-energy mean free path for  ce- 
sium charge exchange (AMTEST). This enables the model to be collisionless. Second, 
the vapor pressure of cesium at the emitter temperature (PTEST) must be l e s s  than the 
effective plasma pressure (PPT). The equations for  these variables a r e  as follows: 
AMDA = K 
(4~ ) (0 .  511x106)(2. 82x10-l3) 
12 -1 
AMTEST= 10 Nap' cm (3) 
anti log (- 3920' 38 - 0. 51978 log TE + 
, t o r r  (4) TE PTEST = 
133.322 
PPT = (82* (2NepTip + NapTap), t o r r  
6 . 0 2 3 ~ 1 0 ~ ~  
(133. 322 (N/rn2)/torr) 
(5) 
If the input for one case passes the preceding tests,  calculations continue; otherwise, 
another case with a new N is begun. 
eP 
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I The Richardson-Dushman equation and eq '  = e p  yield the current densities if the 
effects of the sheath field at the emitter, EE a r e  omitted, 
Electron emission current density: 
Plasma current density: 
Electron: 
Ion: 
2 jeE = 120 TE exp 
- 1 . 6 0 2 ~ 1 0 - ~ ~  Nep (2~T:p)1/~ 
2 nm jep - 
1. 602X10-19 Nip - jip - 
2 
Atom: 
1.602X10- l9 Nzp (-.;-)'" 'Tap
(7) 
(9) 
Equations (6) to (9) a r e  the same for  positive-ion and electron sheaths. 
overall potential sheath drop AVS. A first approximation is made by using the charge 
density equations pAv and conditions at the plasma, sheath interface, where AV = 0. 
The following equations define the charge density, equation (10) for the positive-ion 
sheath and equation (11) for  the electron sheath. 
In order  to calculate the current densities through the sheath, a need a r i s e s  for the 
5 
Positive-ion sheath (AVs positive): 
’AV 
Jip 
- _  
6 
Electron sheath (AVS negative): 
When AV = 0, equations (10) and (11) reduce to the charge density in the plasma p = 0. P 
7 
Positive - ion s heath : 
Electron sheath: 
In equation (12), the third te rm equals one-half the ion charge density Nip; equation (16) 
is substituted for ji,. In equation (13), the first t e rm equals one-half the electron 




AVS = ecp' 
Electron sheath: 
KTE -eI+-I  
e 
A test is made on AVS to assure  that i t  is positive for the ion sheath and negative for  
the electron sheath. If the test  is not satisfied, a new case is begun by using another 
value of cp .  
With the f i r s t  estimate of AVS, one can solve for  the current densities from the 
emitter and the net negative current densities through the sheath into the plasma. 
Ion current density f rom emitter: 
Positive-ion sheath: 
Electron sheath: 
1 + 2 exp 
9 
L 
Atom current density from emitter: 
Positive-ion sheath: 
- jip + jap 
e(AVS - cp’ + I )  JaE - 1 
2 
Electron sheath: 





Positive - ion sheath: 
(e:) 




Positive-ion and electron sheath: 
Ov era11 : 
J = j  + j  e i  
The overall potential drop AVS is then divided into 20 equal increments AV, and 
the net negative charge density in  the sheath equations (10) or  (11) is calculated for  in- 
creasing potentials. The e r r o r  function in equations (10) and (11) was evaluated by using 
the Lewis l ibrary subroutine for e r r o r  functions. 
EAv. 
tential; therefore, positive signs correspond to ion sheath and negative signs correspond 
to electron sheath: 
Integration of the net negative charge density yields the electron field in  the sheath 
The calculations use  the sheath fields and voltages given in te rms  of electron po- 
The numerical integration of pAv is performed by using the trapezoidal rule based on 
20 equal increments of AV from 0.0 to AVS. 
ecp' = ecp - e[(O. 511x10 6 )(2.82x1O-l3 EE)]1/2 is used in  equation (6) for  the ion sheath 
program, and ecp' = ecp + e (-0. 511x10 6 )(2. 8 2 ~ 1 0 - l ~  EE)I1I2 is substituted in equa- 
tion (17) for  the electron sheath program. The Schottky correction is used in  the recal- 
culation of the values of current densities, overall potential drop, charge density, and 
electron field. 
Schottky correction (for example CAT in the Positive-Ion Sheath Program) changes by 
more than 0 .1  percent of the smallest boundary (plasma or  emitter) current density 
(TENT). Once the preceding test  is satisfied, the sheath distances X are computed: 
With the field at the Schottky emitter EE = EAvS, a Schottky correction 
[ 
This cycle continues until no boundary current density affected by the 
11 
A s  in  the electron field calculations, the trapezoidal rule is used for numerical integra- 
tion. However, at zero AV, E equals zero, and equation (27) is not defined. The pro- 
grams deal with this singularity by using E/2 at AVs/20 as the average for  the first 
increment and compute a finite X at  this point. 
DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUT 
Examples of the output are shown in figure 3 for the positive-ion sheath and in fig- 
u r e  4 for the electron sheath. Following the numerical values (figs. 3(a) and 4(a)) are 
plots which show sheath voltages, fields, and charge densities as functions of distances 
f rom the electrode. The sheath properties vary with the plasma electron concentration 
electron and ion temperatures T and Tip, electrode work function q ,  and 
Nep, eP 
emitter temperature TE. 
shows the Richardson-Dushman and Schottky results (figs. 3(b) and 4(b)); the second set 
shows only the Schottky results (figs. 3(c) and 4(c)). If WRITE = 1, the second set of 
five plots is eliminated. The sample output corresponds to the input listed at the end of 
the Fortran programs (appendixes A and B). 
An explanation of the output labels and corresponding FORTRAN variables is given 
in appendix C. Appendix D gives an alphabetical listing of important FORTRAN vari-  
ables, not defined in appendix C. 
all sheath characteristics, and tabulated and graphic incremental data are sufficient to 
detail the structure and transport of an emission sheath. 
The f i rs t  set  of five plots (plotted by the method of ref. 7) 
The recorded plasma and electrode properties, over- 
Lewis Research Center, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 




POSITIVE-ION SHEATH PROGRAM LISTING 
C 
3 0 2  AH = 9 3 1 . 4 7 8 E + 6 * 1 3 2 . 9 / (  ( 2 . 9 9 8 E + 1 0 ) * * 2  1 
P I A M  = P I * A M  
A P 2  = A M  
C 1  = S O R T ( A K / ( 4 . 0 * P I * . 5 1 1 E + 6 8 2 . 8 2 E - 1 3 ) )  
C 2  = AP19::2 
C 3  = 8 2 . 0 6 * : 7 6 0 . / 6 . 0 2 3 E + 2 3  
C 5  = - 7 2 . O * P I * l . O E + l l  
AP 1 = 6 6 2  5 6 E - 3 4 / S E  
C 4  = , 5 1 1 E + 6 * 2 . 8 2 E - 1 3  
L 
C I W R I T E  = 1 FUR S C H O T T K Y  O U T P U T  
C I W R I T E  = 0 FOR R I C H A R D S O N  - DUSHMAN AND S C H O T T K Y  O U T P U T  
C 
C 
C R E A D  I N P U T  TE P H I  T E P N  T TEP T T I P  
C 
R E A D  ( 5 1 1 2 )  I W R I T E  
1 R E A D  ( 5 9 2 )  I I T ( T E ( I ) , I = ~ T I I )  
R E A D  ( 5 7 2 )  J J T ( P H I ( J ) T J = ~ T J J )  
R E A D  ( 5 9 2 )  K K T ( E P N ( K ) T K = ~ , K K )  
R t A I )  ( 5 7 2 )  L L T ( T E P ( L ) T L = ~ T L L )  
R k A D  ( 5 7 2 )  L A , ( T I P P ( L B ) , L B = l T L A )  
Dcl 1000 I 
C 
C C O M P U l E  P T E S T  T VAPOR P R E S S U R E  
C 
3 0 3  P F E S T  = 1 0 ~ * ~ ~ ~ 3 9 2 0 ~ 3 8 / T E ( ~ ) ~ ~ 5 1 9 7 8 l ~ A L O G 1 0 ( T E ~ I ~ ~ + l O ~ 7 1 9 1 4 ~ /  
1 1 3 3 . 3 2 2  
A K r E  = A K * T E ( I )  
13 
T A K T E  = 2.O:::AKTE 
S A  = S O K T ( T A K T t / P I A l 4 )  
C I 1  = P I  ECi::cTAK-lt 
C I 2  = S(.)KT ( T AK T E /  P I E t’i ) 
FI) = SA*I :2  
1 -ES = 1-E(1);:::2 
UII  9 9 5  L H  = l t L A  
T I P  = T I P P ( L t 3 )  
C L t3 1 = S (.I K T ( AK T + T  I P / P I AM 1 
C 
C S E 1  T A P  = 1 - I P  FUR T H E S E  S O L ( J T 1 U N S  
C 
T A P  = T I P  
A K T P  = A K g C 1 E P ( L )  
T A K T P  = 2 . 0 e A K T P  
Sf3 = TAKTP::PIEM 
S f 3 1 5  = slj*1:1*5 
C L 1  = E X P ( A I / A K T P )  
C L 2  = S O K T ( T A K T P / P I E V i )  
F B  = CL2*>::2 
DO 980 K = l v K K  
DO 9 9 0  L = l v L L  
C 
C C O r l P U T E  P H I Z Z  T AMDA 9 AI’IDATE T A P N  7 A M T E S T  9 P P T  
C 
A P N  = ( E P N  ( K ) + C 2  ) * ( E P N  ( K 1;: ( A P  1 ) 1 W L  1 / S B 1 5  
C K 1  = A K T E ~ ~ A L O G ( . 5 g : ( ( T I P / T E ( I ) ) ~ ~ . 5 + ( A P N / E P N ( K ) ) ~ ( T A P / T E ( I ) ) * ~ . 5  



















P I J ( J )  = .5:;SEE*CLHl 
A p J ( J ) = ( S E :Z E p N ( K ) ::% 2 *A P 1 ) :I ( C I- 1 * C  2 ) % S O K T ( A K T  o r A P / ( P I + A P Z ) )  
P P ( J )  = C 3 ~ : ( E r N ( K ) * ( T E P ( L ) + T I P ; ~ 1 . 0 + T A P ~ ( ( E P N ( K ) ; ~ C 2 ) % C L l * A P l ) / S H 1 5 )  
1/ ( SH15*2 .O 1 
1 )  
I F  ( I W R I T E . E O . l . O R . M t T S . E ~ . l )  GO T U  38  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 7 9 9 )  
8 W R I T E  ( 6 9 8 0 0 )  A I  9 T E (  I , P H I  ( J )  , E P N ( K )  r T E P ( L )  , T I P 9 A M D A ( K )  ( P T E S T  
1 9 A M D A T E ( K ) 
3 8  C O N T I N U E  
K l l U N T  = K O U N T  + 1 
C 
C COMPIJTE D V S  
C 
105 D V S ( J )  = C K l + P H D - A I  
I F  (METS.EO.0)  D V S R D  = O V S ( J )  
P H I Z  = P H I ( J )  - D V S K D  
ORDK = A B S  ( D V S R D / A K T P  ) 
O V S P Z  = D V S ( J ) / D V S R D  
1 1 5  I F  ( C ) V S ( J  1 )  1 0 8 ~ 1 0 6 r 1 0 2  
108 W R I T E  (6 ,109)  
GO T O  970 
GO T O  970 
106 W R I T E  (6 ,107)  
L 
C COMPLJTE E I J  9 A E J  9 S J E  9 SJ.1 9 C J  9 S D J A  9 S D J E  I S D J I  T J1 
C J Z  J 3  T J4, S J A  
C 
1 0 2  E I J ( J )  = ( P I J ( J ) + A P J ( J ) ) / ( Z . O + E X P ( ( A I - P H D ) / A K T E ) + E X P ( - D V S ( J ) / A K T E )  
1 )  
A E J  ( J )  = 
S J E  ( J = 
S J I ( J )  = - E I J ( J ) * E X P ( - D V S ( J ) / A K T E ) + P I J ( J )  
C J ( J )  = S J E ( J ) + S J I ( J )  
S J A ( J )  = A E J ( J ) - A P J ( J )  
S D J A ( J )  = S J A ( J ) / A P J ( J )  
S D J E ( J )  = S J E ( J ) / E P J ( J )  
S D J I ( J )  = S J I ( J ) / P I J ( J )  
J l ( K l 1 l J N T )  = E J ( J )  
J 2  ( K O U I V T )  = E P J (  J ) * E X P ( - D V S (  J 1 / A K 1  P )  
J 3 ( K O I J N T )  = E I J ( J ) * t X P ( - D V S ( J ) / A K T E )  
J 4 ( K O U N T )  = P I J ( J )  
( P I J  ( J  ) + A P J ( J  1 I / (  l .O+ .Sz<EXP( - (  D V S (  J ) - P H D + A I  ) / A K T E )  1 
E J  ( ,I ) - E P  J ( J 1 :* E X P  ( -UVS ( J 1 / A K T P  ) 
C 
C I N  = 2 0  
C C O M P U T E  - I N  - V A L U E S  (IF D V  FROM 0.0 T O  D V S  
C 
I N  = 2 0  
D V ( 1 )  = 0.0 
D O  1 2 0  NR = l r I N  
NBB = NH + 1 
1 1 2  D V I  = D V S (  J ) / F L O A T (  I N )  
D V ~ N B H )  = r ) v ( i w )  + DVI  
1 2 0  C O N T I N U E  
C 
C C O M P O T E  K H O E O P  9 R H O I U P  9 RHODOP 
C E K F  I S  T H E  E R R O R  F I J N C T I O N  S ~ J B R L l U T I I \ I E  
C V I N  I S A SUHRCIIJT I NE T O  C A L L  UL A T  E SORT ( 2 K T /  P I xcE X P ( - D V / K T  1 / 
C ( l . O - E R F ( S O K T ( n V / K T )  1 )  
C 
1 2 1  D O  200 N H  = l , I \ I H H  
15 
X = S O R T  ( D V ( N B ) / A K T t )  
E K C  = E R F ( X )  
X = S O R T  ( ( D V S ( J ) - D V ( ~ ~ B ) ) / A K T P )  
ERL) = E K F ( X )  
D V P  = D V S ( J ) - D V ( N K )  
I F  (DVP.EO.O.0) GO TU 160  
A V 1  = A N S  
GO T O  161 
160 A V 1  = C I 2  
161  C O N T I N U E  
C A L L  V I N  ( ~ , I I V P I T E ( I ) , A N S )  
D V P  = D V ( N 8 )  
I F  (DVP.EO.O.0) GO T O  1 6 5  
A V 2  = A N S  
GO T U  166 
C A L L  V I N  ( 2 7 D V P 9 T I P 7 A N S )  
1 6 5  A V 2  = C L B l  
166  C O N T I N U E  
F A  = E X P ( - D V ( N B ) / A K T P )  
A S 1  = E P J ( J ) ; ~ F A ~ ( l . O + E ~ D ) / ( F B c 3 . 5 )  
FC = E X P ( - ( D V S ( J ) - D V ( N B )  ) / A K T E )  
A E 3  = E J ( J ) / A V l  
A E 4  = P I J ( J ) / A V 2  
1 8 5  R H O E ( N B )  = A E 3 + A E 1  
R H 0 1  ( N K )  = - A E 2 - A E 4  
R H U I I ( N H )  = R H O E ( M $ ) + R H U I  ( N B )  
I F  ( D V ( N H ) . t O . O . O )  K H C l D ( N B )  = 0.0 
R H O t O P ( N t 3 )  = R H O E ( N B ) / S E  
RHUDOP ( N B )  = RHOD ( N B )  / S E  
R H O I O P ( N B 1  = K H O I ( h B ) / S E  
W N t P A  = R H I l F n P (  1 )  
A E 2  = E I J ( J ) ~ ~ C ~ ( l . O + E R C ) / ( F D ’ ~ ~ . 5 )  
200  C O N T I N U E  
C 
C COMPUTE t D V  B Y  I N T E G R A T I N G  R H O D  ( T R A P E Z O I D A L  K I J L E )  
C 
7 0 2  C A L L  T K A P  (KHOD,DV,NHB,EDV)  
Dr) 210 1\18 = i , i w i ~  
I F  ( E D V ( N H ) . G T . O . O )  E D V ( N H ) = O . O  
EDV ( 1\1B = SORT (C5*;EDV (118 1 ) 
E D V S  = E O V ( N B 8 )  
E D P Z L  = E D V S / ( [ ) V S R D / A I , I D A ( K )  1 
E E  = E D V S  
I F  (METS.EO.0) GO T O  400 
2 1 0  C O N T I N U E  
C 
C COMPUTE SC 7 E J S  9 T E N T  
C 
260 S C  = S O R T ( C 4 * E E )  
PHI) = -SC + P H I ( J )  
E J S ( J )  = 1 2 O . : : : T E S ~ ~ E X P ( - P H D / A K T E )  
TEi\IT = . 0 0 l ~ ~ ~ A M I N l ( J l ( K O U N T )  , . 1 2 ( K U U N T ) 1 J 3 ( K O U N T ) 1 J 4 ( K O U N T )  , A P J ( J )  t 
1 A E J ( J ) )  
I F  (KOlJNT.EO.1)  GO T O  340 
J A  = J 1 (KOIJIJT 1 - J 1  ( K U U N T - 1 )  
J K  = J%(K1111~\1T)- .J2(KOUNT- l  1 
J C  = J 3 ( K O U N T )  - J 3 ( K ~ ~ ~ l N T - l )  
C A T  = A M A X l  ( J A v  J H ,  J C  1 
I F  ( C A T . L E . T E N T )  GO T O  400 
GO T U  350 
16 
340 I F  ( A B S ( E J ( J ) - E J S ( J )  ) . L k . T E N T )  GO T U  400 
C 
C I F  T E S T  I S  N O T  S A T I S k I E D  S E T  E J  = E J S  
C 
C K E T U K ~ V  'ro COMPUTE A I ~ E W  D V S  
350 E J ( J )  = E J S ( J )  
GO T O  3 8  
I F  ( E D V ( N B I . E O . O . 0 )  GO T O  403 
E S A V E ( N B )  = l . O / E D V ( N B )  
GO T O  405 
400 D O  405 N B  = ~ T N B B  
403 E S A V E ( N B 1  = 0.0 
405 C O N T I N U E  
C 
C C O M P U T E  XOVS BY I N T E G R A T I N G  l . O / E D V  ( T R A P E Z O I D A L  K U L E )  
C 
C 
C C O M P U T E  X L A M  9 T P N  C E N  9 T N E  T P H A T  T X A M T E  9 E A M P H Z  
C 
C A L L  T R A P  ( E S A V E , D V T N B B T X S A V E )  
X D V S  = X S A V E ( N B B )  
X L A M  = X D V S / A M D A ( K )  
T P N  = 2 .0+zEPN(K)  + A P N  
C E N  = A B S ( R H O I O P ( N B B )  + A B S ( K H O E O P ( N I 3 B )  1 
T N E  = C E N  + A P N  
P H A T  = ( P H I ( J ) - P H I Z ) / ( A K ~ T E 1 I ) )  
X A M T E  = X D V S / A M D A T E ( K )  
E A M P H Z  = E D V S * A M D A T E  ( K  1 / ( P H I  ( J 1 - P H I  Z 1 
C 
C C O M P U T E  XOVS 
C 
DO 460 NB = l ~ N B f 3  
X D V ( N B )  = X D V S  - X S A V E ( N B 1  
I F  (NH.EQ.NBH) X D V ( N B )  = 0.0 
I F  ( I P R I N T . k O . 1 )  GO T O  496 
I F  (METS.EQ.0 )  GO T O  480 
W R I  FE ( 6 9 7 9 8 )  
W R I T E  ( 6 9 8 C l O )  A I ~ T E ( I ) r P H I ( J ) ~ E P N ( K ) ~ T E ~ ( L ) ~ T I P ~ A M C ) A ~ K ) ~ P T E S T  
460 C O N T I N U E  
l r A M D A l E ( K )  
4 9 0  W R I T E  ( 6 9 8 1 0 )  
W R I T E  ( 6 9 8 2 0 )  ( O V ( N B ) ~ R H U D O P ( N B ) ~ R H O E O P ( N B ) T K H O I ~ I P ( N B ) ~ E D V ( N ~ ) T X O V  
~ ( N B ) ~ N B = ~ T N B B )  
1F (NETS.EO.1 )  GO TO 490 
W R I T E  ( 6 9  830)  E J  ( J  1 E P J  ( J  1 T P  I J ( J )  T A P J  ( J )  T C J  ( J )  T P P (  J )  T E IJ ( J )  T A ~ J  ( )  
1 T S J A ( J ) r S J I ( J ) T S J E ( J ) 9 S D J A ( J ) 9 S D J E ~ J ~ ~ S D J I ~ J ~ ~ D V S ~ J ~ ~ X D V S  T A P N  
~ T X L A M T P H I Z Z I E D V S  
~ T T P N T C E N ~ T N E T P H A T  9 X A M T E  9EAMPHZ 9WIdEPA 
GO T O  496 
490 W R I T E  ( 6 9 8 3 1 )  E J ( J ) ~ E P J ( J )  r P I J (  J ) T A P J (  J ) T C J ( J )  T P P (  J ) T E I J ( J ) T A E J ( J )  
1 r S J A (  J )  9 S J I  ( J )  , S J E (  J )  9 S D J A (  J 1 , S D J E ( J )  9 SDJ I ( J )  T D V S (  J )  T X D V S  T A P N  
~ ~ X L A M ~ S C T P H I Z  ~ E D V S ~ D V S K O ~ D V S P Z T E D P Z L T P H I Z Z T O ~ [ ~ K  
3 T T P N  9 C E N  T TI\! E 9 P H  A T  X AMT E 7 E AM PHZ T NNEPA 
496 I F  (METS.EO.1)  GO T U  599 
c 
C S A V E  R I C H A R D S O N  - DUSHMAN V A L U E S  OF D V  T RHUOOP T R H O k O P  T E D V  T 
C X D V  R H O I U P  
C 
DO 1370 N B  = l 9 N B H  
O V S A V t ( N 8 )  = U V I N B )  
17 
R H M (  N H  1 = RHOOOP ( N K )  
R H E S ( N B )  = K H O E O P ( N H )  
E D S ( N B )  = E D V ( N B )  
X D S ( N f 3 )  = X O V ( N H )  
R H I S ( N f 3 )  = R H O I f l P ( N H )  
8 7 0  C O N T I N U E  
M E T S  = 1 
I P K I N T  = 2 
GO TO 2 6 0  
18 
19 
C A L L  P L U T M Y  ( Z ~ Z D I K K K T P )  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 6 0 3 )  K R S T R  
N D  = 0 
NE = N H H  - ND 
INET = 2 + N B B  - 1\10 
N D  = N D  + 1 
Z ( N E )  = X D V ( N H )  
Z ( N E T )  = X I I S ( N H )  
D O  6 0 1  NB = I r N H H  
601 C O N T I N l J E  
C A L L  S C A L E  ( N 8 2 r Z E y K R S T R )  
C A L L  P L O T M Y ( Z T Z E , K K K , P )  
W R I T k  (6 ,610)  K K S T R  
N D  = 0 
DO 6 1 1  Nt) = 1 , N B B  
N E  = NBB-NL) 
N E T  = 2 * N B B - N D  
N D  = N D + 1  
Z ( N E )  = X D V ( N B )  
Z ( N E T )  = X D S ( N B )  
6 1  1 C O N T I N U E  
C A L L  S C A L E  ( N R ~ , Z H T K R S T K )  
C A L L  P L O T M Y  ( Z , Z H y K K K , P )  
W R I T E  (6 ,604)  K K S T R  
N D  = 0 
N E  N B B  - ND 
N E T  = 2eNRB - N D  
N D  = ND + 1 
Z ( N E )  = X D V ( I V 8 )  
Z ( N E T )  = X I ) S ( N K )  
D O  606 NB = I r l N H B  
606 C O N T I N U E  
C A L L  S C A L E  ( I ’ J B Z , Z C T K R S T R )  
C A L L  P L O T M Y  ( Z I Z C V K K K T P )  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 6 0 5 )  K R S T K  
I F  I I W R I T E . E O . 1 )  R E T U R N  
P ( 1 )  = NHB 
K U U E  = 6 4  
N D  = 0 
Dlf  500  NB = l , l \ l B B  
N E  = NHB - Nl) 
Z ( N E )  = X D V ( N H )  
Z A ( N E )  = RHI )D( IP (NH)  
Z D (  N E  = RHOEOP (Nb ) 
Z H ( I V t )  = E I ) V ( N B I  
Z C ( N E )  = D V ( N B )  
Z E ( N E )  = R H O I O P ( N B )  
N U  = ND + 1 
500 C O N T I N U E  
W R I T E  (6 ,501 )  
C A L L  S C A L E  ( N B B * Z A , K K S T K )  
C A L L  P L O T X Y  (Z ,ZA IKOUETP)  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 5 0 2 )  K K S T R  
W R I T E  (6 ,501)  
C A L L  S C A L E  ( N H t 3 ~ Z l ) ~ K R S T R )  
C A L L  P L C ) T X Y ( Z r Z l ) , K O I ) E c P )  
N R I T E  ( 6 , 5 0 5 )  K K S T R  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 5 0 1  1 
C A L L  S C A L E  ( N H H , Z E T K R S T R )  
C A L L  P L O T X Y  ( Z T Z E ~ K I J I I E T P )  
W R I T E  (6 ,510 )  K R S T R  
W R I T E  (6 ,501 )  
C A L L  S C A L E  ( N B B , Z B , K R S T K )  
C A L L  P L O T X Y  ( Z , Z R t K ( ~ I l E r P )  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 5 0 3 )  K R S T K  
W R I T E  (6 ,501 )  
C A L L  S C A L E  ( N B b , Z C , K R S T R )  
C A L L  P L O T X Y  ( Z , Z C y K O i ) E T P )  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 5 0 4 )  K R S T R  
5 0 1  F O R M A T  ( 2 H P T )  
502 F O R M A T  ( 2 H P L , 4 7 X , 8 H N U ( X 1 O n * , I 3 r 6 H )  V S  X I  
5 0 3  FORMAT ( ~ H P L , ~ ~ X T ~ H E ( X ~ ~ ' ~ ' * T I ~ , ~ H )  V S  X )  
504 FOKII IAT ( ~ H P L , ~ ~ X , ~ H D V ( X ~ O ' ~ * T I ~ T ~ H )  V S  X )  
5 0 5  FORMAT ( ~ H P L , ~ ~ X , ~ H I ~ E ( X ~ O ~ ' * , I ~ T ~ H )  V S  X )  
510 F O R M A T  (2HPL,47X,8HNI(Xl0**,13,6H) V S  X )  
602 F U R M A T  ( ~ H P L , ~ ~ X T P H N D ( X ~ ~ ~ " * ~ I ~ ~ ~ H )  V S  X /  
l 2 H P L  9 44x1 2 O H +  R I C H A R D S O N - D U S H M A N / 2 H P L ,  44x1 1 0 H *  S C H O T T K Y  1 
6 0 3  F O R M A T  ( 2 H P L 1 4 7 X , 8 H ~ ! E ( X 1 0 ' ~ * , 1 3 , h H )  V S  X /  
1 2 H P L , 4 4 X , 2 0 H +  RICHARDSON-DUSHMAN/2HPL144X,10H= S C H O T T K Y )  
604 F O R M A T  ( ~ H P L T ~ ~ X , ~ H E ( X ~ ~ * * T I ~ T ~ H )  V S  X /  
1 2 H P L , 4 4 X , 2 0 H +  RICHARDSON-DUSHMAN/2HPL,44X, lOH*  S C H O T T K Y )  
605 F O R M A T  ( ~ H P L , ~ ~ X T ~ H D V ( X ~ O * ' ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ H )  V S  X /  
1 2 H P L , 4 4 X , 2 0 H +  R I C H A R D S O N - D U S H M A N / ~ H P L T ~ ~ X T ~ O H *  S C H O T T K Y )  
610 F O R M A T  ( ~ H P L , ~ ~ X * ~ H N I ( X ~ ~ * ; * T I ~ ~ ~ H )  VS X /  
1 2 H P L , 4 4 X , 2 0 H +  R I C H A R D S O N - D U S H M A N / 2 H P L 1 4 4 X , 1 0 H 8  S C H O T T K Y )  
R E T U R N  
E N D  
$ I H F T C  V I N E  
S lJBROl lT  I INE V I  N 
COMMON / M V /  P I I E M T A K ~ A M  
( N V  7 D V V  T T 9 A N S  1 
C 
C I F  N V  = 1 C O M P U T A T I O N S  F O R  E L E C T R O N S  
C I F  N V  = 2 C n W P U T A T I O N S  FOR ATOCIS AND I O N S  
C T H E  P R O P E R  T A N D  D V  I S  S P E C I F I E I )  I N  M A I N  PROGRAM 
C 
I F  (NV.EO.1) GO T O  10 
C = S O R T ( 2 , 0 : ~ A K = T / ( P I * A M )  1 
G O  T O  2 0  
10 C = S o R T ( 2 . 0 * A K : ~ : T / ( P I * E M ) )  
20  X E  = S O R T ( D V V / ( A K * T ) )  
Y = E R F ( X E )  
E R F C  = 1.0-Y 
A N S  = C = E X P ( - O V V / ( A K * T ) ) / E R F C  
R E T O R N  
E N D  
$ I H F T C  T R A P E  
S U B R O U T I N E  T R A P  I X T D V , N B B , A N S )  
D I M E N S I O N  X ( 4 0  1 7  D V  ( 5 0 )  , A N S (  40)  
C S U B R O U T I N E  T O  I N T E G R A T E  T R A P E Z O I D A L L Y  
r 
L 
H = D V ( 2 )  /2,0 
SUME = 0.0 
I F  (NY.EQ.1) GO T O  50  
SUME = S U M E + X ( N B - l ) + X ( N B )  
A I \ I S ( N Y )  = S U M E * H  
DO 60 N H  = 1 ,NRB 
GO T O  h o 
50 A N S ( N B )  = 0.0 

















ELECTRON SHEATH PROGRAM L1 STING 
C A I  9 I O I \ I I Z A T I l J l d  P O T E N T I A L  
L 
3 0 1  A I  = 3 . 8 9 3  
AK = P . 6 1 7 E - 5  
A K T  = 2 .0 *AK 
EM = . 5 1 1 E + 6 / ( ( 2 . 9 9 8 E + 1 0 ) * + 2 )  
P I  = 3.14159 
PIE14  = PI2:EM 
S E  = 1 . 6 0 2 E - 1 9  
r 
L 
C MA T M A S S  OF ATUM 
r 
L 
302 AM = 9 3 1 . 4 7 8 E + 6 : ; 1 3 2 . 9 / (  ( 2 . 9 9 8 E + l O ) 3 : : 2 )  
P I A M  = PI*AIVI 
A P 1  = 6 . 6 2 5 6 E - 3 4 / S E  
A P 2  = AM 
C 1 
C 2  = APl ;X*2 
C 3  = 8 2 , 0 6 ~ : 7 6 0 . / 6 . 0 2 3 ~ + 2 3  
C 5  = - 7 2 . 0 ; 8 P I * l , O E + l l  
= SORT ( A K / ( 4.0;: P I :t. 5 1 1 E+6:'62.82 E-  1 3 ) 1 
L 
C I W R I T E  = 1 F O R  S C H O T T K Y  O U T P U T  
C I W R I T E  = 0 F O R  RICHARDSCIN-DIJSHMAX A N D  S C H U T T K Y  O U T P U ' i  
C 
R E A D  ( 5 9 1 2 )  I W R I T E  
L 
I C  R E A D  I N P U T  V A L I J E S  UF T E  T P H I  T E P N  T T E P  t T I P  
23 
T t S  = T t ( I ) ; : T t ( I )  
SB = S O K T ( T A K T t / P I E l ’ t )  
DO 9 6 0  Lt3 = 1 , L A  
T I P  = T I P P ( L I 3 )  
A K T P  = A K W I P  
T A K T I P  = A K l g T I P  
C 
C S E T  T A P  = T I P  FOR T H E S E  S O L U T I U N S  
C 
T A P  = T I P  
T A K T A P  = AKT:ZTAP 
S I  = S Q R T ( T A K ’ I I P / P I A I ~ I )  
S I A  = S O R T ( T A K T A P / P I A M )  
A K T t P  = AK; :TFP(L)  
T A K T E P  = 2 . 0 z : A K T t P  
SA = SORT ( T A K T E P / P  I EM 1 
CL1 = T A K T E P * P I E M  
1)11 990  L = 1,LL 
DO 9 8 0  K = l r K K  
S E E  = S E : > E P N ( K )  
C 
C COMPUTE P H I Z Z  9 AMDA t A M D A T E  A P N  T P P T  t A M T E S T  
C 
P H I Z Z  = - A K T E * A L O G (  ( S E E / ( 2 4 0 . * T E S )  )‘:SB) 
AMDA ( K 
A l i l D A T E ( K )  = C l + S O R T ( T E (  I ) / E P I J ( K )  1 
P P T = C 3* ( 2 . O* E P N ( K :> T I P+ A PN*:T A P 
= C 1 :;SORT ( T E P ( L 1 / E  P N  ( K 1 1 
A P N  = (EPN(K)cC2)*(EPN(K)*(APl))*EXP(AI/AKTEP)/(CLl**l.5) 
C 
C A M T E S T ,  M I N I M U I I I  M E A N  F R E E  P A T H  
C 
3 0 4  A M T E S T  = 1 . O E + 1 2 / A P N  
r 
L 
C T E S T  ON AMDA A N D  AF iTEST 
C 
I F  ( A M D A ( K ) . L T . A M T E S T )  GO T O  9 
GO TO 9 8 0  
W K I T t  ( 6 9 7 )  A M D A ( K ) r A ~ , T t S T T T t ( I ) r E P N ( K ) r T t P ( L )  
C 
C T E S T  O N  P P T  A N D  P T t S T  
C 
9 I F  ( P P T  - P T E S T )  4 0 t L O r 5  
5 W R I T t  ( 6 9 6 )  P P T , P ~ ~ S T T T ~ ( I ) ~ E P ~ ( K ) T T ~ P ( L )  
G U  T U  9 8 0  
40 C O N T I N U E  
Ivl E T S = 0 
I P R I N T  = I W R I T t  
I10 9 7 0  J = l 7 J J  
3 PHI)  = P H I ( J )  
24 
3 8  C O N T I N l J E  
C 
C CL)MPUTE E J  
C 
C 
C C O M P l J T t  U V S  
C 
E J ( J )  = 12O,:kTES*EXP( ( - P H D ) / A K T k )  
O V S ( J )  = A K T E * A L f l G ( S E E + S H / ( 2 . 0 + E J ( J ) ) )  
I F  (METS.EO.0)  U V S R D  = D V S ( J )  
P H I 2  = P H I ( J )  - U V S R U  
I IRDK = A H S  ( U V S R D / A K T E P  1 
IDVSPZ = U V S  ( J  1 / D V S R D  
1 1 5  I F  ( D V S ( J  ) ) 1 0 2 ~ 1 0 6 ~ 1 0 8  
108 W R I T E  ( 6 ~ 1 0 9 )  
106 W R I T E  (6 .107)  
G O  T O  970  
G O  T O  970  
C 
C C O M P U T E  E I J  . A E J  T S J E  T S J I  9 S J A  T C J  9 S U J I  T S U J E  T S D J A  
C 
1 0 2  E I J ( J )  = ( A P J ( J ) + P I J ( J ) : ~ E X P ( D V S ( J ) / A K T P  ) / ( l . O + Z . O + E X P (  ( 
) 1 / ( 1.0+.5:gEXP ( - (  
l A I - P H D ) / A K T E ) )  
= 
l ( A I - P H D ) / A K T E ) ) )  
A E J  ( J  ) 
S J E (  J )  = E J  ( J ) : g E X P ( D V S ( J  ) / A K T E  I - E P J  ( J )  
S J I ( J )  = P I J ( J ) a k E X P ( D V S ( J ) / A K T P  1 - E I J ( J )  
S J A ( J )  = A E J ( J )  - A P J ( J )  
C J ( J )  = S J E ( J )  + S J I ( J )  
S D J I ( J )  = S J I ( J )  / P I J ( J )  
S D J E ( J )  = S J E ( J )  / E P J ( J )  
S D J A ( J )  = S J A ( J )  / A P J ( J )  
( A P J  ( J  ) + P I  J ( J  ) : rEXP(  D V S  ( J )  / A K T P  
C 
C I N  = 2 0  
C COMPlJTE - I N  - V A L U E S  O F  DV FROM 0.0 TO D V S  
C 
I N  = 20  
D V ( 1 )  = 0.0 
00 120 NB = l r I N  
N B B  = N B  + 1 
D V ( N B B )  = DV(E \ IB )  + D V I  
1 1 2  D V I  = D V S ( J ) / F L U A T ( I N )  
1 2 0  C O N T I N U E  
C 
C C O M P U T E  RHOEDP 7 R H O I O P  9 RHOUUP 
C E R F  I S  T H E  ERROR F l J N C T I O N  S U H R U U T I N E  
C V I N  I S  A S U B R O U T I N E  TO C A L C U L A T E  S O K T ( 2 K T / P I * M ) * E X l J ( - D V / K T ) /  
C ( 1 , 0 - E R F ( S O R T ( D V / K T ) ) )  
C 
1 2 1  DO 200 NH = 1.hlBR 
X = S O R T ( - D V ( N H ) / A K T E )  
X = S O R T ( - ( D V S ( J ) - U V ( N B ) ) / A K T P )  
E R A  = E K F ( X )  
ERB = E R F ( X )  
D V P  = D V ( N B )  
I F  (DVP.EO.0.0)  GO TI1 160 
A V 1  = ANS 
GO T O  161 
C A L L  V I N  ( l T D V P , T E P ( L ) . A N S )  
160 A V 1  = S Q R T ( T A K T E P / P I E M )  
25 
L 
C I F  T t S T  I S  N O T  S A T I S I - I t l )  S E 1  t I J  = E I J S  A N U  K t T U K h l  
C T U  CUCIIJ'IJIt A t\!FW i ) V S  
26 
X D V S  = X S A V E ( N H B 1  
C 
C COMPUTE XLAPI T P N  C E N  7 TNE T P H A T  7 XAMTE T E A M P H Z  
C 
X L A M  = X U V S / A M D A ( K )  
T P N  = A P N + 2 . U * E P N ( K )  
C E N  = R H O E O P ( N B B ) + A B S ( R H O I O P ( N B H )  
T N E  = C E N  + A P N  
P H A T  = (PHI(J)-PHIZ)/(AK=TE(I)) 
XAMTE = X D V S / A M D A T E ( K )  
EAMPHZ = EDVS*AMDATE(K)/(PHI(J)-PHIZ) 
C 
C C O M P U T E  XDV 
C 
DO 4 6 0  N B  = l r N B B  
X D V ( N B )  = X D V S  - X S A V E ( N B 1  
I F  (NH.EO.NHH) X D V ( N B )  = 0.0 
I F  ( I P R I N T . E O . 1 )  GO TO 4 9 6  
I F  (METS.EQ.0)  GO TO 4 8 0  
W R I T k  ( 6 ~ 7 9 8 )  
W R I T E  ( 6 1 8 0 0 )  A I T T E ( I ) ~ P H I ( J ) , E P N ( K ) ~ T E P ~ ~ T I P , A M D A ( K ) T P T E S T  
4 6 0  CONT I N l J E  
l v A M D A T E ( K )  
4 8 0  W R I T E  ( 6 ~ 8 1 0 )  
W R I T E  ( 6 9 8 2 0 )  ( D V ( N R ) , R H O D O P ( N B ) T R H O ~ O P ( N H ) ~ ~ D V ( N B )  
1 TXDV ( N B )  t N B = l i r \ l B B )  
I F  (MFTS.EQ.1)  GO T U  4 9 0  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 8 3 0 )  E J  ( J  1 9 F P J  ( J  1 P I J  ( J )  ,APJ(  J )  T C J ( J )  r P P (  J )  T E I  J ( J  ) T A E J (  J )  
~ T S J A ( J ) T S J I ( J ) T S J E ( J ) T S D J A ( J ) T S ~ J E ( J ) T S D J I ( J ) , D V S ( J ) , X D V S  T A P N  
2 7 X L A M T P H I Z Z T E I1 VS 
~ T T P N T C E N T T N E , P H A T , X A M T E T E A M P H Z T W N I P A  
G O  TO 4 9 6  
4 9 0  W R I T E  ( 6 7 8 3 1  1 E J  ( J )  T E P J  ( J )  * P I  J (  J )  T A P J  ( J )  T C J  ( J )  T P P (  J )  T E I  J ( J )  T A E J (  J )  
l T S J A ( J ) r S J I ( J ) r S J E ( J ) ~ S O J A ( J ) T S D J E ( J ) ~ S ~ J I ~ J ) ~ U V S ( J ) ~ X D V S  TAPNI 
Z X L A M I S C T P H I Z  T E D V S T D V S R D T O V S P Z T E D P Z L T P H I Z Z T U R D K  
~ T T P N T C E N I T N E T P H A T T X A ~ ~ E , ~ A M ~ H Z , ~ ~ N ~ P A  
4 9 6  I F  (METS.EO.1)  GO T O  5 9 9  
C 
C S A V E  R1CHARL)SON - D U S H M A N  V A L U E S  FOR DV T KHOOOf' T RHOEOP T 
C R H O I O P  E D V  9 XDV 
C 
DO 8 7 0  NB = 191\1BB 
D V S A V E ( N B )  = D V ( N B )  
RHOS(NB1 = R H U O U P ( N R 1  
R H E S ( N B )  = R H O E O P ( N R 1  
E I I S ( N I 3 )  = E D V ( N B )  
X D S ( N B )  = X D V ( N t 3 )  
RHIS(NB) = R H O I D P ( N B )  
870 C O N T I N U E  
M E T S  = 1 
I P R I N T  = 2 
GO T O  2 6 0  
C 
C C A L L  P L O T T I N G  S U B R O U T I N E  
C 
5 9 9  C A L L  P L O T  
9 7 0  CONT I N t J E  
9 8 0  C O N T I N U E  
9 9 0  C O N T I N U E  







ND = 0 
DO 600 N B  = l t N B B  
N E  = N B B  - NU 
N E T  = 2 * N B B  - ND 
N U  = N D  + 1 
Z ( N E )  = X D V ( N B )  
Z ( N E T )  = X D S ( N B )  
Z A ( N E )  = R H C I D O P ( N B 1  
Z A ( N E T )  = R H D S ( N 8 )  
Z B ( N E )  = E D V ( N 6 )  
Z B ( N E T )  = E D S ( N B I  
Z C ( N E )  = D V ( N B )  
Z C ( N E T )  = D V S A V E ( N 6 )  
Z D ( N E )  = R H U E O P ( N 6 )  
Z D ( N E T )  = R H E S ( N B )  
Z E ( N E )  = R H O I O P ( N B )  
Z E ( N E T )  = R H I S I N B )  
C O N T I N U E  
K K K ( 1 )  = 64 
K K K ( 2 )  = 2 
K K K ( 3 )  = N B B  
K K K ( 5 )  = N B B  
N B 2  = 2?6NBB 
P ( 1 )  = 5.0 
C A L L  S C A L E  ( N B ~ T Z A T K R S T R )  
C A L L  P L O T M Y  ( Z T Z A T K K K T P )  
W R I T E  ( 6 9 6 0 2 )  K R S T K  
N D  = 0 
DO 606 NB = l 9 N H B  
N E  = N B H  - N D  
N E T  = 2 * N B B  - ND 
Z ( N E )  = X D V ( N B )  
Z ( N E T )  = X D S ( N B )  
ND = ND + 1 
CClNT I N U E  
C A L L  S C A L E  ( N B 2 r Z D t K K S T R )  
C A L L  P L O T M Y  ( Z T Z D ~ K K K T P )  
W R I T t  ( 6 1 6 0 3 )  K R S T R  
DO 601  N H  = l t N B B  
N D  = 0 
N E  = NHt3 - N D  
N E T  = 2 * N B B  - N D  
N D  = N D  + 1 
Z ( N E )  = X D V ( N B )  
Z ( N E 1 )  = X D S ( N B )  
C U N 1  I N l J E  
C A L L  S C A L E  ( N B Z T Z E T K R S T R )  
C A L L  P L O T M Y  ( Z T Z E 7 K K K . P )  
W R I T E  ( 6 9 6 1 0 )  K K S T R  
N D  = 0 
DO 611 NH = l t N B H  
NE = N B B  - ND 
N E T  = 2 * N B B  - ND 
29 
ND = N D  + 1 
Z ( N E )  = X D V ( N B )  
Z ( N E T )  = X D S ( N B )  
611 C O N T I N U E  
C A L L  S C A L E  ( N B ~ T Z B T K R S T R )  
C A L L  P L O T M Y  ( Z T Z B T K K K T P  1 
I 4 R I T E  (6 ,604 )  K R S T R  
DO 6 0 8  N H  = l r N B B  
IVE = N B B  - N D  
N E T  = 2%lVBB - IVD 
Z ( I V E )  = X D V ( N B )  
Z ( N E T )  = X O S ( N H )  
1\10 = N D  + 1 
ND = 0 
608 C O N T I N U E  
C A L L  S C A L E  ( N B Z T Z C T K R S T R )  
C A L L  P L D T M Y  ( Z T Z C T K K K T P )  
W R I T E  (6 ,605)  K R S T R  
I F  ( I W R I T E . E O . 1 )  R E T l J R N  
P ( 1 )  = NBR 
KODE = 6 4  
N D  = 0 
DO 500 N H  = l r N B i 3  
INE = N B B  - N D  
Z ( N E )  = X D V ( N 6 )  
Z A ( N E )  = R H O D O P ( N 8 )  
Z D ( N E )  = R H O k O P ( N 6 )  
Z B ( N E )  = E D V ( N B )  
Z C ( N E )  = D V ( N B )  
Z E ( N E )  = R H U I O P ( N 6 )  
N D  = N D  + 1 
500 C O N T I N U E  
W K I T E  ( 6 , 5 0 1 )  
C A L L  S C A L E  ( N B B T Z A T K K S T R )  
C A L L  P L O T X Y  ( Z T Z A T K O D E T P )  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 5 0 2 )  K R S T R  
W R I T t  ( 6 ,501 )  
C A L L  S C A L E  ( N B B T Z D T K R S T R )  
C A L L  P L O T X Y ( Z T Z D T K O [ ) E T P )  
W R I T E  (6 ,505 )  K R S T R  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 5 0 1 )  
C A L L  S C A L E  ( N R B T Z E T K R S T K )  
C A L L  P L O T X Y  ( Z T Z E T K O D ~ T P )  
W K I T E  ( 6 , 5 1 0 )  K R S T R  
W R I T E  (6 ,501)  
C A L L  S C A L E  ( N B B , Z B , K R S T R )  
C A L L  P L O T X Y  ( 2  9 ZBTKODEIP 1 
W R I T E  (6 ,503)  K R S T R  
W R I T E  (6 ,501 )  
C A L L  S C A L E  ( N H B T Z C T K K S T R )  
C A L L  P L O T X Y  (Z ,ZC,KODE,P)  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 5 0 4 1  K R S T R  
501  FORMAT ( 2 H P T )  
502 FORMAT ( ~ H P L T ~ ~ X T A H N D ( X ~ ~ ~ * ' ~ T I ~ T ~ H )  V S  X )  
503 FORMAT ( 2 H P L  7 4 7 X  7 H E  ( X 10**, I 3 9 6H V S  X 
504 FORMAT ( ~ H P L T ~ ~ X T ~ ~ ~ O V ( X ~ ~ * ~ T I ~ T ~ H )  V S  X )  
5 0 5  FORMAT ( ~ H P L T ~ ~ X , ~ H N E ( X ~ ~ ~ ~ T I ~ T ~ H )  V S  X )  
5 1 0  FORMAT ( Z H P L T ~ ~ X T ~ H N I ( X ~ ~ * * T I ~ T ~ H )  V S  X )  
602  FURMAT ( ~ H P L , ~ ~ X T ~ H N O ( X ~ O ' * * ,  I 3 9 6 H )  V S  X /  
1 2 H P L ~ 4 4 X , 2 0 H +  R I C H A R D S U N - D I J S H M A N / 2 H P L 1 4 4 X I  10H'* S C H O T T K Y )  
30 
6 0 3  FORMAT ( ~ H P L ~ ~ ~ X T ~ H N E ( X ~ ~ * * ~ I ~ T ~ H )  VS X /  
604 FORMAT ( ~ H P L T ~ ~ X T ~ H E ( X ~ ~ * * T I ~ ~ ~ H )  Vs X /  
6 0 5  FORMAT ( ~ H P L ~ ~ ~ X T ~ H O V ( X ~ ~ * * ~ I ~ , ~ H )  V s  X /  
610 FORMAT ( ~ H P L T ~ ~ X ~ B H N I ( X ~ ~ * * T I ~ T ~ H )  vs  X /  
12HPLt44Xq20H+ RICHARDSON-DUSHMAN/ZHPLv44%vlOH* SCHOTTKY) 
12HPLv44Xq20H+ RICHARDSON-DUSHMAN/2HPLq44XqlOH* SCHOTTKY) 
12HPLq44Xq20H+ RICHARDSON-DUSHMAN/2HPLq44XvlOH* SCHOTTKY) 
12HPLq44Xv20H+ R I C H A R D S O N - D U S H M A N / ~ H P L ~ ~ ~ X T ~ O H *  SCHOTTKY) 
RETURN 
END 
SIBFTC V INE 
SUBROUTINE V I N  (NVTDVVTTTANS)  
COMMON / M V /  P I ~ E M T A K T A M  
C 
C I F  NV = 1 COMPUTATION FOR ELECTRONS 
C I F  NV = 2 COMPUTATIONS FOR ATOMS AND IONS 
C THE PROPER T AND DV IS SPECIF IED I N  THE MAIN PROGRAM 
C 
I F  (NVeEQ-1)  GO TO 10 
C = SQRT (Z.O*AK*T/(PI*AM)) 
GO TO 20 
10 C = SQRT (2 ,0*AK*T/ (P I *EM))  
20 XE =ASQRT(DVV/ (AK*T) )  
Y = ERF(XE)  




ERFC = 1-0-Y 
SUBROUTINE TRAP (X~DVINBBTANS) 
DIMENSION X ( 4 0 ) t D V ( 5 0 ) q A N S ( 4 0 )  
C 
C SUBROUTINE TO INTEGRATE TRAPEZOIDALLY 
C 
H = D V ( 2 ) / 2 . 0  
SUME = 0.0 
DO 60 NB = l v N B B  
IF '(NB,EQ,~) GO TO 50 
SUME = SUME+X(NB- l )+X(NB)  
ANS(NB) = SUME*H 
GO TO 60 

















SYMBOLS FOR IBM OUTPUT SHEETS AND FORTRAN IV LISTING 







TEP T E P  



































plasma ion tem- 




of plasma ele- 













to r r  
(133.322 





net number density cm-3 
electron number cm-3 
of charge at  AV 




JEE E J  
J E P  E P J  
JIP PIJ 





J A  SJA 
JI SJI 














ion number den- 
s i ty  a t  AV 
electron electro- 
static field at  AV 
distance from emit- 
t e r  to AV 
emitted electron 




plasma ion random 
cur rent density 
plasma atom equiv- 
ale nt random 
current density 








net equivalent atom 
current density 













to r r  

















































x 2 . 8 2 ~ 1 0 -  
‘PO 
E = EE 
AvS 
‘P -‘Po 
















Schottky depression V 
plasma potential V 
of work function 
(work function 
for no sheath) 
electrostatic field V/cm 




A v s / A v o  = AVS/(’P - ‘Po> 
EEXD/(‘P - ‘Po) 
plasma potential at V 
equilibrium (work 
function for  no 
sheath and no net 
current) 
- - - - - - -__-- -  e I V  - ‘PO I/KTe 
total particle num- cm-3 





















total charge number 
density a t  emitter 
total particle num- 






- - ---------- elq - ‘PoI/KTE 
_--------- - -  
XS/A DE 
EEADE/(q - qo) - - -_-----  --- 
NE(AV) at - - - -_-------  
AV = 0.0, ap- 
proximate value 




Ion Sheath Pro-  
gram) 
------------ NI(AV) a t  
AV = 0. 0, ap- 
proximate value 





ND, NE, NI, E, ------------ 
DV, and X on 
plots correspond 
to ND(DV), 
E(DV), DV, and 
X(DV) in the pre- 




IMPORTANT VARIABLES AND CONSTANTS 1N FORTRAN 1V LISTING 
The variables given in the following list a r e  not included in the output. 
AK 
AM 
A P 1  












J 4  
J A  
J B  






Boltzmann constant, K 
atom particle mass, ma 
(Planck' s constant)/(electronic charge), h/e 
gas constant 
electronic charge, e 
value of JA ,  JB, JC whichever is largest  (Positive-Ion Sheath Program) 
Richardson-Dushman value of AV 
Richardson-Dushman value of EAV 
field at Schottky emitter, EE o r  EAVs 
emitted ion current density jie with Schottky correction (Electron Sheath 
Program) 
emitted electron current density jeE with Schottky correction (Positive-Ion 
Sheath Program) 
electron particle mass,  me 
emitted electron current density, jeE 
electron current from plasma that reaches emitter, j eXp(-AVS/KT ) eP eP 
ion current from emitter that reaches plasma, jie exp( -AvS/KTE) 
iP plasma ion random current density, j 
J1kount - J1kount- 1 
J2kount - J2kount-l 
J3kount - J3kount-l 
counter 
1/2 work function with o r  without Schottky correction, eq  o r  ecp f e (*eEE) 
3.14159 









Richardson-Dushman value of pe 
Richardson-Dushman value of pi 
(Net number density of charge) (Electronic charge) 
(Electron number density) (Electronic charge) 
(Ion number density) (Electronic charge) 
electronic charge 
plasma atom temperature, T 
0. 1 percent of either 51, 52, 53, 54, jap, jae whichever is smallest  (Positive- 
Ion Sheath Program); 0. 1 percent of either je, jep, j,,, jie, j,,, jae . which- 
ever  is smallest  (Electron Sheath Program) 
= Tip aP 
37 
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I TAP,-TIP 1 
Compute 
PHIZZ, AMDA, 
APN, AMDATE, r-l AMTEST, PPT 
TE, EPN. TEP 
I Yes 
PPT, PTEST. 
TE, EPN, TEP 
Set 
KOUNT = 0 
METS = 0 
IPRINT = IWRITE 
PHD - PHI 
Compute 
EJ, EPJ, PIJ, 
APJ, PP 
Richardson-Dushman t i t l e  
AI, TE, PHI, EPN, TEP, TIP. 
AMDA, PTEST, AMDATE 
DVS. PHIZ, 
DRDK. DVSPZ 
Set KOUNT = KOUNT t 1 
* EJ = EJS 
Compute 
sc 
Set PHD = PHI - SC 
Compute EJS, TENT 
Compute 
EDV(I). I = 1. NBB 
EDVS, EDPZL 




RHOIOP(I), I - 1, NBB, 
Set WNEPA = RHOEOP(1I 
Compute 
EIJ, AEJ, SJE, SJI, 
SJA, CJ, SDJA, SDJE, 
SDJI. JI, J1. J2, J3. J4 
IN = 20 
Set 
Figure 1. - Flow diagram for 
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values of DV, RHODOP, 
ESAVE = UEDV 
(when EDV = 0, 
set ESAVE = 0) 
DV(N B), RHO DO P(N B), 
RHOEOP(NB1, RHOIOP(NB1, 
EDV( N B). XDV( N B), 
. METS - 1 
IPRINT = 2 









Yes PTEST; ~ 
PHIZZ. AMDA, I c o ~ ~ ~ ~ P P T  AMDATE, AMTEST, I
Wri te  
TE, EPN, TEP 
METS = O  
IPRINT = IWRITE 





AMDA, PTEST, AMDATE 
Compute 
EJ, DVS. PHIZ, 1 DRDK, DVSPZ 
a EIJ = EIJS 
I No 
Set PHD = SC t PHI 
Yes METS = 0 
Compute 
EDV(I), I = 1, NBB 
EDVS, EDPZL 




RHOIOP(I), I = 1. NEB 
 
Compute 
DV(Il, I = 1, NEB 
Compute 
EIJ, AEJ, SJE, 
SJI, SJA. CJ, 
SDJI, SDJE, SDJA 
Set IN = 20 
J 




TPN, CEN, TNE, 
PHAT, XAMTE, 
EAMPHZ, XDV(II, 
I = 1, NBB t 
Set Save 
Richardson-Dushman 
r values of DV, RHODOP, 
RHOEOP, RHOIOP, 
EDV, XDV 
Yes ESAVE = l lEDV 
(when EDV = 0.0, 
set ESAVE = 0.0) 
- 
t L t 
Wr i te  
Schottky title, 
AI, TE, PHI, EPN, 
TEP, TIP, AMDA, 
PTEST, AMDATE 
Richardson- 




EDV(NB), XDV(NB), uNB - 1, NBB 
1 . METS = 1 I IPRINT.2 1 
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